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WEBRE: ANDREW D. BASIAGO IS A GENUINE WHISTLEBLOWER

Webre

Basiago

Charles Shaw: Hi, Alfred. Not to be impudent or anything, but I'm curious as to why you believe Andrew
D. Basiago's story when nearly every major Exopolitical figure thinks he's rather blatant disinformation. If
you could indulge me, that would be great.
Alfred Lambremont Webre: Hi! Thank you for this question, as it gives me the opportunity to respond.
1.
Documentary Evidence – Andrew's claim to the discovery of life on Mars is based on tangible,
visible evidence of life forms on the surface of Mars contained in NASA rover photos...
2.
Witness Evidence – Andrew's claim to having time-traveled and teleported to secret bases on
Mars is supported by independent whistleblowers, including former US armed service personnel Michael
Relfe, former DoD scientist Arthur Neumann, and Laura Magdalene Eisenhower…
3.
Professional Licensure – Andrew is a fellow attorney, and has acted for me legally in literary
matters. He takes his status as an officer of the court seriously and is punctilious about being factually
truthful and accurate.
4.
Length of Relationship – I have known Andrew as a friend and colleague since the year 2000 and
have questioned him at length about his experiences, all of which are consistent with what I know to be
the facts.
5.
Exopolitical Gatekeepers – I have discovered that specific researchers, entrepreneurs, and
lurkers in the "Exopolitics" community appear to be either consciously or unconsciously acting as
gatekeepers to enforce a US military-intelligence secrecy policy about life on Mars, secret bases and
colonies on Mars, and quantum access technologies, such as time-travel and teleportation. Andrew is a
pioneer participant in each of these areas and hence a key historical whistleblower targeted by the
powers who wish to keep quantum access technologies and access to the rest of the solar system from
the human population. Hence, the reversal of the truth into a false meme that Andrew D. Basiago, a
brilliant environmental scholar and epochal whistleblower, is providing "disinformation."
I hope this has been useful to you.
In Light and Cooperation,
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